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DESIGN… TAILOR-MADE
No limits to the imagination with the new proposals by Casa Bugatti
Synthesis of creativity, design and functionality, the new Bugatti products are
designed to furnish the table and the kitchen with taste and creativity. A unique mix
of aesthetics, quality and functionality capable of fully striking contemporary desires
and in line with current trends ... let's find out what they are.
For those who love colors, Bugatti enriches the already wide range of colored cutlery
of the Glamour line (Design Virgilio Bugatti), bringing it to 23 colors to be
discovered and ideal at any time.
The five new colors, based on Pantone's studies, are: Avio Blue, Foliage Green, Pink
Paradise, Lotus Pink and Melon. Brilliant and transparent, SAN handles with shades of
color, the cutlery is made with the Pro-Tech System double-molding technology,
guaranteeing unchanged brightness and durability of the colors over time. Made of
18/10 stainless steel, 2.5 mm thick. Dishwasher safe.
A timeless charm that confirms itself as an extraordinary trend, gold, the most
majestic color of the color palette, gives rise to new sparkling light effects that
certainly do not go unnoticed. Inspired by joy and vitality, the Bugatti products are
dressed with the new precious and refined nuances 24 carat yellow gold plated and
rose gold plated, and add extremely decorative reflections that warm the atmosphere.
The Kiss line by Bugatti (design: Teseo Berghella), with the kiss-shaped design, a
timeless icon of romanticism and symbol of love, is enriched with the Tongs and the
Nutcracker, available in 3 versions: chromed, 24-carats yellow gold plated and rose
gold plated.
Equally irresistible and available in the new look, the Pizza cutter and the Peeler,
both made of chrome-plated zamak and stainless steel, and the Bottle-opener in
chrome-plated zamak.
The collection is completed by the Moka spoons (of stainless steel 18/10), to start
the day with a touch of sweetness, and the Party Forks (also of stainless steel
18/10), for a funny aperitif or after-dinner moment, characterized by a whirlwind of

emotions aroused by the particular end of the handle depicting two human profiles
that are approached in a kiss.
It inspires joy, vitality and energy, as well as being a beautiful and versatile object,
perfect also for furnishing the kitchen spaces. Gym, the bottle opener in the shape
of an athlete in the special version made of zamak and stainless steel ring is available
in 3 versions: chromed, 24-carats yellow gold plated and rose gold plated.
Another really original idea is the new set of Portafortuna moka spoons, proposed
in three versions: 18/10 polished stainless steel, 24 carat yellow gold and rose gold.
The set consists of 6 moka spoons, in a gift box with leaflet, personalized with lucky
symbols: four-leaf clover, sun, heart, flower, owl, peacock; each of them with a
positive meaning to be discovered.
New born is Lino, a bottle opener that came from the creativity of the designer
Alessio Romano. It has the shape of a little goldfish, symbol of vitality, luck and
strength and full of meanings in different cultures, from oriental feng shui to Japanese
culture.
Lino is an iconic, funny and witty object, with a design capable of transforming an
everyday tool into a beautiful gift idea full of meaning. Made of zamak, it is elegant in
the chrome version, precious in the 24 carats yellow gold plated and very trendy in
rose gold.
Each dish is transformed in a thousand and one night dish with the new special
pieces of the Aladdin cutlery line by Bugatti (Design: A. Dolcetti and Virgilio
Bugatti). Objects with a unique and original design, are the Skimmer, to drain every
dish and add a touch of magic to essential gestures, the Spade for fried food, the
Rice Table Spoon designed in collaboration with partners of the Asian market to
dream and be carried away in the atmosphere of other worlds. Made of 18/10
stainless steel and with precious mother-of-pearl effect acrylic handle, they are
available in different colors and with different rings: chromed, old silver plated and
gold plated.
The range includes the Advanced Performance Knives with extremely high cutting
capacity, thanks to the processing with differentiated section of the blades and special
grinding treatments, these knives are perfect multi-purpose for fruit with a smooth
blade and ideal for meat with saw blade.
New interpretations, even more stylish, for the Rinascimento cutlery (design:
Bugatti Technical Office). Made of 18/10 stainless steel with a ring in silver or antique
gold and a mother-of-pearl handle, they are also available with 24 Kt gold-plated
adherence. And if the steel cutlery is a timeless classic, Bugatti also reinterprets the

Vidal cutlery even in a more precious and contemporary way: 18/10 stainless steel
24 carats gold-plated (design: Elisabeth Vidal).
Currently, the BUGATTI brand enjoys international renown; it operates in over 100
countries around the world and in the most prestigious department stores, including
La Rinascente (Italia), KaDeWe (Germania), Galeries Lafayette (Francia), Harrods
(Inghilterra), Stockmann (Finlandia), Jashanmal (Dubai), Sogo (Hong Kong), Rustan’s
(Filippine), Lotte-Hyunday (Corea del Sud), Parkson (Malesia), Blue Salon (Doha
Quatar).
www.casabugatti.it
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